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THE WEB HAS PROVED ITSELF A 

boon to scientific publication. It lets

researchers disseminate their reports faster

and at lower cost than ever before, greatly

increasing the number and diversity of eas-

ily available publications. At the same time,

however, the acceleration of publication has

increased the perceived information over-

load for researchers attempting to keep

abreast of relevant research in rapidly

advancing fields.

Scientific literature on the Web makes up

a massive, noisy, disorganized database.

Unlike large, single-source databases such

as a corporate customer database, the Web

database draws from many sources, each

with its own organization. Also, owing to its

diversity, most records in this database are

irrelevant to an individual researcher. Fur-

thermore, the database is constantly growing

in content and changing in organization. All

these characteristics make the Web a diffi-

cult domain for knowledge discovery.

To quickly and easily gather useful knowl-

edge from such a database, users need the

help of an information-filtering system that

automatically extracts only relevant records

as they appear in a stream of incoming

records.1 To this end, we have developed the

CiteSeer digital library system.2 CiteSeer, a

custom-digital-library generator, performs

information-filtering and knowledge-discov-

ery functions that keep users up-to-date on

relevant research. CiteSeer uses a three-stage

process: database creation and feature extrac-

tion, personalized filtering of new publica-

tions, and personalized adaptation and dis-

covery of interesting research and trends.

These functions are interdependent—infor-

mation filtering affects what is discovered,

and useful discoveries tune the information

filtering.

Database creat ion and
feature ex tract ion

The body of scientific literature on the

Web spreads over many sites. It is usually in

formats such as PostScript or PDF that are

typically not indexed by Web search engines,

and it is organized differently at each site.

CiteSeer’s first stage extracts features from

this source to build a digital library and pro-

vides useful tools for finding literature in this

library. This stage uses several heuristics that

tune the process to the internal organization

of scientific literature, and it sets the stage

for more sophisticated adaptive filtering and

discovery.

CiteSeer creates a database by downloading

Web publications in a general research area—

for example, neural networks or computer

vision. After downloading a document, Cite-

Seer extracts the raw text and parses it to find

fields common to most research papers: title,

abstract, word frequencies, and citation list.

Then it indexes these features and places them

in a local database.

Instead of simple template matching, Cite-

Seer uses sophisticated algorithms to parse a

wide variety of research paper formats. For

example, a reliable method for identifying a

paper’s title involves finding the largest font

on the first page. Also, citations to one paper
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might be in different formats, depending on

the citing paper, so CiteSeer uses algorithms

that reliably identify them as the same cita-

tion.3 Because both a paper and citations to

that paper might be in the database, title and

author matching and other heuristics can

automatically tie a paper to its citations. This

allows CiteSeer to build a full graph of citing

and cited papers.

CiteSeer provides a variety of static

searching and browsing capabilities that

greatly reduce the effort required to perform

a literature survey.4 Beyond traditional key-

word search of the text and citations, Cite-

Seer provides facilities for browsing forward

and backward through citation links, letting

the user find both papers that cite a given arti-

cle, and papers that a given article cites. Cite-

Seer extracts and summarizes citation con-

texts to facilitate quick appraisal of papers,

identifies self-citations, and gives statistics

including the number of citations for each

paper.

Users can perform searches on down-

loaded documents using CiteSeer’s browser-

based interface. For example, Figure 1 illus-

trates a search for citations of an author

named Minsky. A CiteSeer user performed

this query on a small database of computer

science papers (approximately 200,000 doc-

uments containing 2.8 million citations).

As another example, suppose the user

wishes to find papers about support vec-

tor machines in the same database. Cite-

Seer responds to the query “support vector

machine” with a list of papers ranked by

number of citations, as Figure 2a shows. A

user interested in the paper “Training Sup-

port Vector Machines: an Application to Face

Detection” can choose the Details link to get

more information. Figure 2b shows the first

part of these details.

Personalized filtering

CiteSeer uses a personal profile repre-

senting a user’s research interests to track and

recommend relevant research. CiteSeer

examines the local publication database to

find new papers that might be interesting to

the user and alerts the user by e-mail or

through a Web-based interface. The profile

adapts to the user’s research interests through

a feedback system using manual profile

adjustment and machine learning. To mod-

ify the profile, CiteSeer watches the user’s

browsing behavior and the user’s responses

to its recommendations. These modifica-

tions might result in new recommendations,

to which the user again responds. Over

time, this learning cycle enables CiteSeer

to find relevant papers more accurately and

reliably.

Profile creation. While using CiteSeer’s Web

interface, users contribute to their profiles

either explicitly by manually editing the pro-

file or implicitly by browsing the database.

Either action creates or modifies profile com-

ponents we call pseudodocuments, which

represent users’ research interests. Pseudo-

documents are placeholders for a set of values

representing features (often only a single fea-

ture or a few features) extracted from publi-

cations. Which features to extract to form a

pseudodocument is an active research area.5,6

CiteSeer uses a heterogeneous set of 

pseudodocuments including features such as

keywords, URLs, citations, word vectors,

and citation vectors. Evidence suggests that

this set is more powerful than any single rep-

resentation.7,8 For example, research shows

that retrieval based on citations often has lit-

tle overlap with retrieval based on keywords.9

Thus, a user’s profile consists of a set D of

different types of pseudodocuments. In addi-

tion to a feature value, each pseudodocument

d has a weight wd corresponding to its influ-

ence. For example, high positive wd values

mean the pseudodocument is a very good

example of the user’s interest, and a negative

value indicates an item the user would avoid.

Figure 3 shows CiteSeer’s user facility for

explicitly creating a profile. From this Web

page, a user can add or modify the influence

of keyword or URL feature values for con-

straint matching. The user can also modify

the influence of citations or papers previously

specified while browsing. For the example

profile shown here, the user selected the Track

Related Documents link in Figure 2b.
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Figure 1. Results of  a CiteSeer query for citations of  “ Minsky.”



The interestingness of new papers. Cite-

Seer treats a new paper d* in the database as

a pseudodocument with features corre-

sponding to the union of the feature types in

the user’s profile D. CiteSeer compares this

pseudodocument with those in the profile to

find a level of similarity ID(d*), which rep-

resents the paper’s interestingness or rele-

vance to the user. We calculate interesting-

ness as the weighted sum

where Rd(d, d*) is the similarity or related-

ness between pseudodocument d in the user’s

profile and the new paper pseudodocument

d*. We weight each relatedness measure by

the profile pseudodocument’s influence.

CiteSeer recommends new papers with

ID(d*) greater than a certain threshold. Cur-

rently, this threshold is set at a small positive

number, but we plan to allow user adjust-

ments, as described later.

The relatedness measure Rd(d, d*) de-

pends on the type of pseudodocuments being

compared. For example, the user can create

pseudodocuments as explicitly specified key-

words, citations, and other constraint values.

For a constraint, the appropriate relatedness

measure is a simple zero or one, depending

on whether the new paper matches the con-

straint. Although constraint-based similarity

is useful, a user often wants to find papers that

are related even if they do not match a given

constraint. In other words, the user would like

simply to say, “Tell me about new papers

related to these existing papers.”

A measure that captures this idea of relat-

edness is common citation × inverse docu-
ment frequency—the sum of the inverse fre-

quencies of the common citations between

two papers.4 CCIDF is similar to biblio-

graphic coupling and is partly analogous to

the word-vector-based measure called term
frequency × inverse document frequency
(TFIDF).10 See the sidebar for more details

on these relatedness measures.

Recommending papers. Once CiteSeer cre-

ates a profile, it periodically or on demand

checks its database for new papers it should

recommend to the user. It sends such recom-

mendations by e-mail if the user so desires

and presents them when the user chooses the

Recommend Documents link, as Figure 4

shows. The recommendation ranks papers by

their ID(d*) values and includes an explana-

tion for each recommendation. In Figure 4,
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Figure 2. (a) The f irst few results of  a CiteSeer query for documents containing the term “ support vector machine” ; (b)

the top part of  the document details for the f irst paper listed in Figure 2a.

(a )

(b)



the explanation is that the recommended

document is related to a paper in the profile:

“Training Support Vector Machines: an

Application to Face Detection.” The user can

view, download, ignore, or add any recom-

mended paper to the user profile.

Profile adaptivity. CiteSeer adapts profiles

to better represent users’ interests by modify-

ing the pseudodocument weights wd. It does

this in three ways: observing user behavior

during database browsing, allowing manual

adjustment, and learning from user responses

to recommendations. CiteSeer can use several

types of user actions as implicit indications of

interest.11 These include viewing details,

downloading a paper, and explicitly adding or

removing a paper to or from the profile. For

example, by viewing a paper’s details (as in

Figure 2b), the user adds a CCIDF pseudo-

document for that paper to the profile. Each

user action bd on pseudodocument d initial-

izes or adds to that document’s influence (wd)

an amount corresponding to the interesting-

ness a(bd) indicated by that action. Table 1 lists

the relative a(bd) values of the various types of

actions. We set these values in an ad hoc man-

ner, and they are fixed in the current CiteSeer

implementation. We consider the special case

of explicitly adding to or modifying pseudo-

documents to be a manual adjustment of the

profile. However, manual adjustments of the

wd values are also allowed.

After recommending document d*, Cite-

Seer observes the user’s response and updates

the weight for each pseudodocument d in pro-

file D accordingly. The update rule is

wd ⇐ wd + ηa(bd*) Rd(d,d*)

where η is a learning rate and Rd(d, d*) is the

relatedness measure for the specific type of

pseudodocument d. This simple update rule

has several useful properties:

• Weights on pseudodocuments that con-

tribute to good recommendations increase,

and weights on pseudodocuments that con-

tribute to bad recommendations decrease.

• The system’s overall precision and recall

threshold adapt to user needs implicitly

and automatically. If the threshold is too

low, CiteSeer recommends too many

irrelevant documents, which the user

ignores, thus lowering the wd values and

in turn raising the threshold. If the thresh-

old is too high, the system recommends

too few documents, thus encouraging the

user to add more pseudodocuments.
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Figure 4. A new-paper recommendation. Recommendations include the paper’s ID(d* )  value— in this case, 0.954—

and an explanation of  why the paper is recommended.

Figure 3. A CiteSeer user prof ile. Users can create components and manually adjust the inf luence of  components to

ref lect their interests.



• The update rule weights the influence of

different relatedness measures separately.

As a result, CiteSeer can use documents

in the profile that are interesting in only

some ways—for example, their citation

lists—to find good candidate documents

using only those ways. Relatedness mea-

sures that correlate poorly with a(bd) will

tend to have little influence.

• The update rule uses both explicit and

implicit feedback from the user. Explicit

feedback is much easier to use and more

accurate, although much harder to acquire

than implicit feedback.

• The model is computationally scalable.

The costs of interestingness calculations

and profile updates are linear with the

profile’s size and do not increase with the

database’s size.

• Developers can easily add new related-

ness measures and corresponding pseu-

dodocument types to the system.

Personalized know ledge
discovery

Potentially, CiteSeer’s profile adaptivity

through manual adjustment and machine

learning can provide more than a way to find

and recommend better papers. Once a pro-

file is well tuned to a user’s interests, knowl-

edge discovery techniques should make it

possible to find new research concepts and

trends that might interest the user.

New concepts. CiteSeer increases the weights

of pseudodocuments that contribute greatly

or often to good recommendations. Correla-

tions between these highly weighted pseu-

dodocument values and other feature values

extracted from the same papers might reveal

interesting new concepts. For example, Cite-

Seer could suggest author names that corre-

late highly with citations made by papers in

the user’s profile but are not already part of

a constraint-based pseudodocument. If the

user agrees with the suggestion, this new

knowledge could be added to the user’s pro-

file to improve future recommendations.

Changes with time. Over time, a user’s inter-

ests might change and grow, requiring more

frequent and more substantial updates of the

profile than its initial tuning to a specific inter-

est. Papers the user added to the profile from

a new research area might be unrelated to

existing papers in the profile. This would tend

to result in multiple interest clusters, which

traditional clustering techniques should be

able to discover.

New research areas. The user’s profile might

not contain authors or keywords with which

CiteSeer can discover papers from a poten-

tially interesting new research area. These

papers, however, probably cite previously

published research. If some of these citations

refer to papers in the user’s profile or show

sufficient relatedness to papers in the profile,

CiteSeer can recommend the new papers.

Thus, citation-based features can be instru-

mental in discovering new research trends.

A LTHOUGH CITESEER HAS AL-

ready informally proved itself very useful

(the demonstration system has served mil-

lions of requests), we have much work to do.

We plan to formally evaluate how well the

user profiles learn and represent changes in

user interests. This evaluation will include

techniques such as cross-validation using

random partitioning of the profile into train-

ing and test sets of pseudodocuments.

To provide better identification of person-

ally important research trends, we intend to

explore more sophisticated analysis and

knowledge discovery techniques. For exam-

ple, we might treat a CiteSeer database as a

directed graph in which citations are edges

and papers are nodes. Citation graph analy-

sis could result in better relatedness measures

or in the discovery of structural features such

as citation cliques by mapping to an author

citation graph. Also, technologies such as

collaborative filtering might increase Cite-

Seer’s ability to find interesting papers that

would otherwise be missed.

A demonstration CiteSeer database of

more than 250,000 computer science research

papers containing more than three million

citations is publicly available at csindex.com.

We encourage you to use this free service and

provide us feedback.
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Research paper relatedness measures

When a new candidate paper appears, CiteSeer must decide whether to recommend it to the

user. If the paper is sufficiently similar to the collection of pseudodocuments making up a

user’s profile, CiteSeer considers it related and recommends it. Generally, Rd(d, d*) measures

relatedness between pseudodocument d and candidate document d*. Each of the following

relatedness measures is specific to the type of pseudodocument for which CiteSeer uses it.

Constraint-based relatedness. CiteSeer uses  constraint-based relatedness with pseudodocu-

ments in the profile that are not part of a paper. For example, a user specifies the term “support

vector machine” as a keyword. The pseudodocument d that represents this specification is an

artificial document that has this keyword as its only feature. If a candidate document d* con-

tains this keyword, Rd(d, d*) is unity; otherwise, it is zero.

TFIDF: word vector relatedness. Automatic retrieval systems commonly treat a document as

a collection of words about which we can gather statistics. For example, we can measure the

frequency of each unique word stem. (Word stemming attempts to match words by removing

common endings—for example, removing “ing” and “ed” from “publishing” and “published.”)

We extract a feature vector WD and use it as a pseudodocument d in which each component is

the frequency of a word stem in the document.

An often-used form of this measure is term frequency × inverse document frequency.1 In this

scheme, the feature set WD is a vector of word frequencies weighted by their rarity over a docu-

ment collection. Let’s say thatW is the set of all unique words in the CiteSeer database. In

pseudodocument d, let the frequency of each word stem s be fds, and let the number of documents

in the database containing stem s be ns. In document d, let the highest term frequency be fdmax.

One TFIDF scheme2 calculates a word weight vector element wds as

where N is the total number of documents. For TFIDF, the relatedness measure based on the

|W |-dimensional vector of wds values is

R d(d, d*) = Wd ⋅ Wd*

Citation-based relatedness. CiteSeer uses common citations to estimate document relatedness.

Our premise is that if two scientific papers cite some of the same previous publications, the two

papers might be related. A very obscure cited work is a more powerful indicator than a citation

to a well-known and often-cited publication. The measure we call common citation × inverse

document frequency measures this kind of relatedness.3 Let’s say that fi is the frequency of a

citation i in the CiteSeer database, Ci = 1/fi is the inverse frequency, and C is the vector of these

inverse frequencies. We let cdi be a Boolean indicator of whether pseudodocument d contains i,

and Xd be the resulting Boolean vector. We define the CCIDF relatedness of a candidate pseudo-

document d* and pseudodocument d in the profile as

Rd (d, d*) = tr(Xd × Xd*) ⋅ C

where tr() is the trace function and × is the outer product.
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